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1. Introduction 

Our mission at the BFI Film Fund is to support:  

 new and emerging filmmakers 

 films of cultural significance 

 projects that take risks in form and content  

 and those that recognise the quality of difference by giving voice to a 

diversity of storytelling from around the UK. 

We believe that a successful, resilient film industry depends on a diverse and 

confident filmmaking community that is prepared, and supported, to take 

creative risks. 

The challenging economic landscape for the development of new filmmaking 

talent and creative risk-taking will often mean that producers, directors and 

writers have to make early career choices which may take them outside film 

and into other work. As the current round of our production company BFI 

Vision Awards comes to an end, we have decided to focus this highly-valued 

area of our funding on supporting producers at an early-stage of their careers. 

The BFI Vision Awards 3 will focus on supporting a new generation of diverse, 

ambitious film producers around the UK to help us to deliver on our mission of 

discovering and developing emerging filmmaking voices, providing funding to 

build up and strengthen their development slates. Awards will enable 

producers to build on their existing relationships with writers and directors, 

form and strengthen alliances with established producers and partners, and 

afford them the time needed to find new talent and develop projects with 

solid production prospects.  

In recognition of the financial challenges and difficulties placed on producers 

who are yet to establish themselves, the BFI Vision Award will include a 

substantial financial allowance for the producer towards their fees and 

overheads, alongside an allocation for associated costs in seeding the 

development of feature film projects. To encourage producers who would not 

be able to support themselves financially on a full-time basis alongside 

developing relationships and projects with emerging filmmakers, the financial 

allowance portion of the BFI Vision Award will be non-recoupable (i.e. it will 

not need to be repaid to the BFI).  
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We have allocated an overall £2.5million to the BFI Vision Awards 3 scheme, 

with a maximum company funding amount of £50,000 per year for two years. 

We may, in exceptional cases, choose to award a third year of funding to 

producers who have proven themselves in unearthing a specific underserved 

area of talent and are able to propose a solid plan to continue to do so. 

We expect applicants to have clear ambitions for themselves and for the UK 

film industry, a strategy about how to find and nurture new talent from 

different regions of the UK, and to be able to articulate a clear strategic plan 

demonstrating how they intend to build a viable business.  

The BFI Vision Awards 3 are open to new teams of producers as well as to 

individual producers operating through their own UK production company, and 

they are open to producers working in long-form live action, animation and/or 

documentary. 

The BFI Vision Awards 3 are designed to enable new and emerging producers 

to: 

- seek out new and emerging writers and directors from across the UK; 

- build their development slate with an eye to defining themselves and 

their company identity; 

- take creative risks in new areas;  

- reach a wider, more diverse audience for their work; 

- build or capitalise on pre-existing partnerships with more established 

companies and those with the necessary areas of expertise; 

- improve their business skills and commercial expertise; and 

work on a plan to have an on-going and viable business after the end of 

the award term. 

 

We will be working with the BFI NET.WORK to identify forums and 

opportunities for the awardees to meet with different areas of the industry, 

and to make connections with emerging talent (and vice versa), in order to 

establish themselves and their company. We may also match successful 

applicants with a mentor: a senior producer who can share their experience 

with the aim of building skills and stretching abilities.    

 

The BFI NET.WORK is a nationwide collaboration to develop filmmaking 

talent. It helps new writers, directors and producers on the way to their first 

feature. The NET.WORK involves Creative England, Ffilm Cymru Wales, 

Northern Ireland Screen, Scottish Film Talent Network and Film London - with 

backing from the BFI. Every year, NET.WORK invests £3 million of National 
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Lottery funding in new and emerging filmmakers. The work we've supported 

has featured in major international film festivals and attracted award 

nominations. We guide and encourage creativity, and we exist to nurture the 

filmmakers of the future. Further details can be found at  

http://network.bfi.org.uk/.  

 

 

2.  BFI Diversity Standards 

The BFI’s definition of diversity is to recognise and acknowledge the quality 

and value of being different. 

We believe that in order to have a healthy, resilient, world-class film industry 

we need to invest in, develop and present the best talent we have in the UK. 

This means that diversity sits at the heart of our decision-making. We 

recognise the ability of diversity to raise the bar and set the standard. 

We expect all applicants to the BFI Vision Awards 3 to embrace the 

implications and opportunities that working with more diverse talent and 

workforces bring, not just to their own productions but to the industry as a 

whole. The BFI has developed a set of Diversity Standards to gauge the ability 

of projects to contribute to these aims; these can be found on the BFI website 

at www.bfi.org.uk/diversity. 

It is a funding priority of the BFI to support projects that seek to increase the 

diversity of the UK’s film industry. This means we are looking for applicants 

to embrace the possibilities of forming new partnerships with companies, 

charities, training bodies or individuals that they have never worked with 

before. We are also looking for ambitious plans that take calculated risks in 

developing work for audiences that are currently under-served by the existing 

market provision. 

Applicants are asked to demonstrate how they and their projects will tackle 

under-representation in relation to disability, gender, race, age, sexual 

orientation and socio-economic status.   

Applicants will be asked to outline how their vision for their company seeks to 

respond to the BFI Diversity Standards. If the application progresses to the 

final stage of assessment, we will ask the applicant to complete a more 

detailed Diversity Standards form. Successful applicants will need to send us a 

report following the conclusion of each of their projects, evaluating how they 

delivered in practice against their aims for diversity.  

http://network.bfi.org.uk/
http://www.bfi.org.uk/diversity
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If you require further guidance on the BFI Diversity Standards, please contact 

diversity@bfi.org.uk. 

3. Can I apply? 

The BFI Vision Awards 3 are designed to support producers who are at an early 

stage of their film career. Applications are open to: 

- Emerging Producers – already working independently with a few film 

projects in development, one or two close to production, who may have 

previous film production credits; 

- New Producers – executives looking to establish themselves as 

producers in their own right, with existing writer and director 

relationships and an eye to projects they want to produce. 

Each applicant must:  

- have worked for a minimum of three years in the film or TV industry 

(not including time spent in education or formal training); 

- have demonstrable experience and knowledge of how to drive a 

production forward (e.g. production of short films, development 

executive role in a production company etc.); 

- have no more than two lead Producer credits on a theatrically released 

feature film (this excludes Associate or Executive Producer credits); 

- be committed to developing their career as a producer over the long-

term. Successful applicants will be required to deliver on their proposal 

for the duration of the award and to demonstrate how their activity can 

be sustained well beyond this period. Individuals whose careers move 

outside of film production while in receipt of a BFI Vision Award are 

likely to be disallowed from drawing down the remainder of their 

award.   

The purpose of these awards is to enable producers to devote the entirety of 

their work time to their own companies and slates. Therefore, successful 

applicants will be expected not to be in other full time employment while in 

receipt of a BFI Vision Award.  

Applicants working closely with an established production company may 

continue to do so but only in a partnership context and through their own 

company identity. In such an instance the applicant company should in most 

cases be the entity owned and controlled by the new and emerging producer 

as opposed to the established production company. However in exceptional 

mailto:diversity@bfi.org.uk
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cases, BFI will agree that the new and emerging producer can apply through 

an already established production company, on the understanding that the BFI 

Vision Award Funding Agreement with such company will contain specific 

provisions that the BFI Vision Award will be directly for and allocated to the 

activities of the new and emerging producer to be carried out within the 

framework of the established production company. 

The Film Fund can only make awards to UK registered production companies, 

but in recognition that some producers may not have branched out yet, 

applicants can apply as an individual but (unless working through an already 

established production company as above) must incorporate their own  new 

company as a condition precedent to any offer of funding from BFI. 

 

4. What can I apply for? 

We have allocated £2.5million of funding over two years to this scheme, and 

funding amounts will be based on individual producers’ needs to a maximum 

sum of £50,000 per year. If applicants feel there is a genuine and particular 

need for a higher level of funding this should be outlined in the application. 

BFI Vision Awards 3 - Fee and Overhead Financial Allowance: Applicants 

shall be entitled to allocate a portion of their BFI Vision Award to be paid to 

them by way of an annual producer fee(s) and overhead Financial Allowance.  

Such portion shall not exceed 50% of the BFI Vision Award in each year (i.e. it 

shall have a maximum cap of £25,000 per year). The requested amount should 

be justified in the application.  

In line with the new focus of the awards on enabling producers to have the 

freedom to prioritise building their development slate, this Financial 

Allowance amount will not be recoupable by the BFI but instead  will be 

awarded to the applicant under the ‘de minimis’ state aid regulation (please 

see https://www.gov.uk/state-aid). Under these provisions a company cannot 

receive more than a combined total sum of €200,000 of state aid (including 

grants, subsidised loans) from any UK or other European Union source over a 

three year fiscal period.  This ceiling amount takes into account all public 

assistance given to you by way of de minimis funding over the particular three 

year fiscal period and which can take various forms (grants, loans, subsidised 

contracts, etc) not just the funding from the BFI.  In determining whether you 

are likely to exceed the ceiling amount you do not need to include in the 

calculation of any aid received by you under an approved scheme (e.g. do not 

https://www.gov.uk/state-aid
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include any awards you have received through the BFI’s Film Fund or the 

Development Costs element of the BFI Vision Award (see below)). We can 

explain these rules in more detail to successful applicants.  

BFI Vision Awards 3 - Development Costs: The remaining amount of each BFI 

Vision Award (after deducting the Fee and Overhead Financial Allowance) 

should be allocated to originating and developing intellectual property (IP) 

and must be expended by awardees on standard film project development 

costs such as the following items: 

 commissioning original ideas  

 seeding the development of feature film projects 

 attracting investment in film project development  

 writer(s) fees 

 research costs 

 payments to acquire or option rights to adapt works for the screen 

 reasonable legal costs associated with clearing rights 

 script readings with cast 

 script editors 

 executive producers/mentors 

 preparation of visual references or trailers 

 cross-media content 

 recces or location scouting 

 preparation of production budgets 

 preparation of production schedules 

 director’s development fee/script work 

 casting.   

Recoupment: The Development Costs element of each BFI Vision Award will 

be repayable to the BFI (without premium).  

A repayment sum will be due to the BFI from an awardee each time a feature 

film goes into production (until the BFI Vision Award Development Costs 

amount has been repaid in full to the BFI) where:  

(i) the production company or its subsidiary or associated companies 

(identified by the fact that one of the principals of the production 

company is also a company director of the subsidiary or associate) 

receives a production, co-production, in association with or presented by 

credit in respect of such feature film; and/or  
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(ii) where one of the principals of the production company (who will be 

named as key person(s) in the offer of funding from the BFI) receives a 

producer or co-producer credit in respect of such feature film. It will not 

be repayable when a key person receives an executive producer credit 

only.   

This means that a repayment sum will become due and payable to the BFI 

whether or not any part of the BFI Vision Award contributed directly to the 

development of that particular film (since the ability of the production 

company or its principals to become involved in that film will have been 

assisted by the fact that the production company benefited from the BFI 

Vision Award). It will be the responsibility of each awardee to ensure that 

each BFI Vision Award Development Costs repayment amount is included in 

the production budget for the film in question as otherwise it will become 

repayable from their own resources.  

The amount to be repaid to BFI from each such film will be on a sliding scale 

basis dependent on the level of the production budget of the film as follows: 

• on a production budget of up to and including £500,000 - no sums will be 

repayable to BFI; 

• on a production budget of over £500,000 up to and including £750,000 - 

£5,000 will be repayable to BFI;  

• on a production budget of over £750,000 up to and including £1,000,000 - 

£10,000 will be repayable to BFI;  

• on a production budget of over £1,000,000 up to and including 

£2,500,000 - £15,000 will be repayable to BFI; 

• on a production budget of over £2,500,000 up to and including 

£5,000,000 - £20,000 will be repayable to BFI; 

• on a production budget of over £5,000,000 - £25,000 will be repayable to 

BFI. 

Each repayment instalment must be paid to BFI no later than first day of 

principal photography of the relevant film.  

Notwithstanding the above, if the total remuneration (including any producer 

fees and production company overheads) receivable by the company (or its 
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subsidiary or associate) in respect of any such film is £25,000 or less then the 

BFI will not require a repayment amount in respect of that particular film.   

These repayment obligations will continue beyond the expiry or termination 

of the Funding Agreement and will continue until the BFI Vision Award 

Development Costs element has been repaid in full to the BFI.  

It should be noted that, unlike BFI single project development funding, any 

sums recouped by the BFI from the BFI Vision Awards will not be recycled to 

the production company via the BFI Locked Box mechanism (to be allocated 

to further development investment) in order not to unfairly benefit these 

production companies above those companies who are unsuccessful in their 

BFI Vision Award applications.   

 

5. How do I make an application? 

All applicants must complete the online application form, which is available 

on the BFI website.   

The BFI Vision Awards 3 scheme opens for applications on Wednesday 9th 

March 2016. 

The closing date for applications is Friday 29th April 2016 at midnight.  

 

Stage One - Application: 

Please provide a summary of your company’s ambitions, together with certain 

information that we will require to undertake eligibility checks.  

You are required to include a budget (in your own format) specifying, if your 

application was to be successful, how much of the overall BFI Vision Award 

you would elect to allocate to the Financial Allowance and how you would 

propose to use the Development Costs.  

Please also provide us with links to any projects you have credits on (in 

shorts, features or TV). 
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You might want to include the following in your proposal: 

 a description of your existing (or intended) business; 

 an outline of your ambitions for the company and for UK film; 

 a description of what you think distinguishes you as a developer of 

creative ideas and what framework and mechanisms you have for 

driving material of quality into production; 

 a summary of the talent you are already working with and who you 

intend to work with in the future; 

 how and where you plan to seek out new talent; 

 a summary of the partnerships/mentorships you would hope to embark 

on if your application was to be successful; 

 a demonstration of how your company could become self-sustaining if 

your application was to be successful. 

You will also be asked to demonstrate how your funded activity and your 

company will engage with the principles of the BFI Diversity Standards. 

 

Stage Two – Long-list:  

The Film Fund will make a long-list of the applications it wishes to consider 

further. We may at this stage ask applicants for further information.  

Following that we will inform all applicants that either: 

• the application has been unsuccessful and we will not be taking it 

forward; or 

• the application has been short-listed to progress to Stage 3. 

 

Stage Three – Short-list and Interviews: 

The BFI will then invite a short-list of applicants for interview. We may ask 

you to consider some changes to your application and/or the budget included 

therein. Applicants who are successful at interview will be will be required to 

complete a detailed Diversity Standards application form. The BFI will provide 

guidance for this along with the form. 
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6. What happens to my application? 

All applications will be processed and assessed by the BFI’s Film Fund.  

We will assess applications at each stage against the following criteria: 

 The extent to which the award is likely to benefit your career 

progression as a producer and impact the wider UK film sector;                           

 The strength of your plans to build on existing relationships with writers 

and directors; 

 The level of innovation embodied in your proposals to uncover and 

develop new UK wide talent; 

 The potential benefit of any proposed partnerships with other 

companies;                  

 The extent to which you have justified the need for a producer 

Financial Allowance, if requested;                        

 Our assessment of your ability and capacity to carry out the proposed 

activity and to repay the recoupable portion of the BFI Vision Award; 

 How your proposal and your company intends to engage with the BFI 

Diversity Standards; 

 The feasibility and viability of your plans for sustaining your company 

beyond the life of the BFI Vision Award. 

 

The BFI may request additional information and/or undertake a due diligence 

assessment, including using the personal details you have supplied to verify 

your identity. You will be asked to consent to this verification check as part 

of the application process.  

After the interviews (and receipt and approval of any additional information 

required at that stage) funding recommendations will be made to an internal 

Lottery Finance Committee for approval. Following LFC funding decisions, the 

BFI will aim to announce successful applicants prior to 31 July 2016. 

The decision of the BFI as to whether it wishes to support the application is 

final. Not all applications will be successful. All applicants will be informed in 

writing of the decision regarding their application.   

The BFI reserves the right to make no awards under the BFI Vision Awards 3 if 

no application is considered sufficiently viable. 
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Timeline: 

 

7. Feedback 

We aim to make the application process as transparent as possible, but as a 

result of the volume of applications we anticipate receiving, please note that 

we do not have the resources to provide feedback on those applications 

where we are not requesting an interview. In these circumstances, we will 

send you a standard declination email and the documentation held on file for 

the assessment of your application will simply state “pass”.  

If we have invited you to an interview to discuss your application, we will try 

to provide some feedback, if requested, and if we have some constructive 

advice to offer beyond the meeting. We welcome constructive feedback from 

you on our application process, so we can continue to improve. 

8. Resubmission 

No resubmissions can be made to the Film Fund for applications that it 

rejects, unless we have invited you to resubmit. We may do this after 

suggesting that you needed to develop your application further. 

 

9.  Successful applications 

If an application is successful the applicant will be sent a conditional Offer 

Letter confirming the amount of funding to be allocated by the BFI. If this 

offer is accepted, the BFI will issue a long-form Funding Agreement setting 

out the terms and conditions attached to the award. This agreement must be 

Stage Timescale 

Applications open 9th March 2016 

Closing date for receipt of applications  29th April 2016 

Standard email acknowledgement of your 

application 

from 2nd May to 23rd May 

2016 

Decision to progress or decline your 

application 

by 31st May 2016  

Interviews intended to be held w/c 13th / 20th June  2016 
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counter-signed and returned to the BFI within 28 days of issue or it will 

automatically lapse. The award will be made to the applicant’s production 

company which will need to be incorporated before the long-form agreement 

can be prepared.    

The terms and conditions of funding will include the following provisions: 

 

1. Use of Award 

 The BFI Vision Award must be used in accordance with the proposal 

outlined in the application and the approved budget (which can only be 

varied with prior approval from BFI). 

 

2. Term 

The award will be offered for a period of up to two years.  Progression to 

the second year will be conditional upon a satisfactory performance 

review of the first year of the Term. 

 

3. Cash-flow 

During the first year, the BFI Vision Award will be payable in quarterly 

equal instalments in advance but subject to submission of a Quarterly 

Report (see 5 below). During the second year of the Term (if applicable), 

the BFI Vision Award will be payable in five equal instalments with the 

final instalment subject to receipt by BFI of a Post-Completion Report. If 

there is an unexpended portion of the Development Costs element in any 

preceding quarter then BFI may agree a revised cashflow to ensure that 

funds are not paid out in advance of their need.   

  

4. Recoupment of the BFI Vision Award  

The BFI Vision Award (Development Costs allocation) paid to the 

production company will be repayable to BFI as set out in ‘What can I 

apply for?’ above. Successful applicants will be required to report on a 

quarterly basis during and after expiry of the Term on all films which 

trigger the repayment obligation; BFI will then issue an invoice to the 

production company in relation to each repayment on or about the 

notified date of start of principal photography.   

 

Producers may also be asked, as a matter of good practice, to provide 

one master copy of each such film for deposit in the national film 

archive.  
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5. Quarterly reporting 

The BFI will require quarterly reporting in respect of the BFI Vision Award 

throughout the Term to include:  

(i) Itemised evidence of actual spend in the preceding quarter in 

accordance with the approved budget and only on the allowable 

items (see ‘What can I apply for?’ above);  

(ii) a report on projects in development or production to include 

talent involved, summary of project and stage of development; 

and 

(iii) a report on all film projects that will trigger a repayment 

obligation (as set out in ‘What can I apply for?’ above) to include 

name of film, amount of production budget, proposed date of start 

of principal photography and amount of Vision Award repayment to 

be paid to BFI.     

 

After expiry or termination of the Funding Agreement awardees will be 

required to continue to report to BFI on a quarterly basis on (iii) above 

until the whole of the Development Costs amount actually paid to the 

production company has been recouped by BFI. Immediately after expiry 

of the Funding Agreement you will also be required to provide a Post-

Completion Report to the BFI. 

   

6. Credit 

The BFI will require a contractual end screen credit on a separate card 

and in the following form: “[Company] supported by the BFI’s Film Fund” 

followed by the BFI Lottery-funded logo, on any films (whether produced 

by the production company or not) that trigger a repayment obligation. 

 

7. Key person and associated companies 

The Funding Agreement with the production company in receipt of the 

BFI Vision Award will specify the key person(s) whose involvement as 

producer or co-producer in any film (whether produced by the Production 

Company or not) will trigger a repayment obligation. 

 

The Funding Agreement will also make reference to any associated 

company (being any subsidiary or associated company of the production 

company identified by the fact that one of the key persons is a director 

of that company) whose films we have agreed will NOT trigger a 

repayment obligation.  
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8. Other conditions 

The agreement may be terminated and any funding already advanced 

may be required to be repaid in the event that any of the requirements 

set out in these guidelines are breached. 
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10. BFI Lottery Funding General Conditions 

1. The information in these guidelines can change. The law and Government 

regulations on distributing National Lottery funds may also change. The 

BFI therefore reserves the right to review this funding scheme and/or 

change its policies, procedures and assessment criteria. 

 

2. The application form does not necessarily cover all the information the 

BFI uses to decide which applications to fund. The BFI can ask applicants 

for extra information. 

 

3. All applications are made at the applicant’s own risk. The BFI will not be 

liable for loss, damage or costs arising directly or indirectly from: 

 the application process; 

 the BFI’s decision not to provide an award to an applicant; or 

 dealing with the application. 

 

4. Please check your application form carefully. The BFI will not process 

applications which are incomplete or which do not comply with these 

guidelines.   

 

5. The BFI’s decisions on applications are final.     

 

6. The BFI will not pay any funding until it has received a fully executed 

copy of the funding agreement and any conditions precedent to that 

agreement have been satisfied or waived by the BFI. 

 

7. The BFI will publicise information on the number of applications it 

receives and the awards made. This information will include the name of 

the successful applicant, award amount, project name and project 

details.   

 

8. The Freedom of Information Act 2000 gives members of the public the 

right to request certain information held by the BFI. This includes 

information held in relation to applications to the BFI’s Lottery funding 

programmes or schemes. Therefore if you choose to apply to the BFI you 

should be aware that the information you supply, either in whole or in 

part, may be disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act. 

 

9. Sometimes the BFI’s Governors or members of staff may be involved in 

some way with applicants. This interest has to be declared in applications 
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from such applicants. The relevant Governor or staff member will not be 

involved in assessing the application or the decision to make an award. 

Applicants are advised not to try to influence the success of their 

application by approaching a Governor or staff member. 

 

10. It is important that applicants carefully check the information given in the 

application form. The BFI standard terms and conditions entitle it to 

withhold or reclaim an award in the following circumstances: 

 

 if the application was filled in dishonestly or with incorrect or 

misleading information about the organisation or the project whether 

deliberately or accidentally; and 

 if the award recipient acts dishonestly or negligently to the 

disadvantage of the project. 

  

 The BFI will follow up cases of suspected fraud and will pass information 

to the police. 

 

11. The BFI requires that any measures taken by applicants to address 

underrepresentation are fully in compliance with the Equality Act 2010 – 

see more at www.equalityhumanrights.com. 

 

12. Complaints and Appeals: The BFI’s decision is final. Inevitably applications 

will be turned down and applicants may be disappointed by this result. 

Formal appeals against the final decision will not be considered unless the 

applicant has good cause to believe that the procedures for processing the 

applications were not adhered to, or applied in such a way as to prejudice 

the outcome of the application. A copy of the BFI’s Complaints and 

Appeals procedure can be obtained on request from the BFI’s 

Communications Office. 


